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Splendida Moarte Accident / 
The Blissful Accidental Death
by Adriana Ionica

15’11” Romania, 2017. 
Entering an antique shop, a young man finds an 
intriguing drawing which is hiding a secret love 
letter on the back, written 70 years ago. After 
finding out that the author of the drawing is 
still alive, 105 years old, and persuasive in find-
ing out if the story is real, the man goes on an 
unusual journey to meet her, the painter who 
befriended many important Romanian artists at 
the beginning of the 20th century.

When
by Deanna Crisbacher

7’25” UK, 2018. 

‘When’ discusses the filmmaker’s experience 
with mental illness and how it has impacted her 
perception of the world around her. It mainly 
focuses on Anorexia Nervosa, Anxiety, and De-
pression. It aims to represent these ideas in an 
artistically abstract but honest way - using CGI 
as a medium to create an impactful experience 
that will make the audience think about mental 
illness in a way they might not have before.

Nancy Drew

by Ida Neverdahl and Ola Olsen Lysgaard

3’17” Norway, 2018.
Watch out she’s your nightmare Nancy Drew 
She’s sneaking around Checking up on you.
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Cow Palace
by Julian Galiese

2’26” Costa Rica, 2018. 

Cow Palace is a song recorded by Jules on a long 
train ride across Canada.

KUCKUCK/ CUCKOO
by Aline Höchli

3’10” Switzerland, 2017. 

The skinny, young girl spends her time alone 
feeding pigeons in the park. But even they fly 
away from her. Suddenly, company turns up. 
But the beanpole feels uneasy about the new 
companionship, so she sets about going to a 
specialist for parasites.

Min far er en hund / My dad 
is a dog

by Adrian Dalen, Claudia Munks-
gaard-Palmqvist, Konrad Hjemli, Kristof-
fer Caspar Damskau

7’28” Norway, 2018. 

An absurdist drama about a family father 
who for unknown reasons started to act like a 
dog. The story is told through the eyes of the 
daughter, and how she experiences the grow-
ing family problems. It takes place in a 1960s 
collage style world.
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Stuffed
by Élise Simoulin, Édouard Heutte, Clotil-
de Bonnotte, Anna Komaromi, Marisa Di 
Vora Peixoto, Helena Bastioni

6’34” France, 2018- 

An emotionally unstable cat makes a strange 
encounter that helps him to grow up and learn 
to overcome his anger.

Shape of a moving idea /
Forma di un’idea in movi-
mento
by Virginia Clara Gabrielli

3’37” Italy, 2018.
Art is the core topic of the animation. Its in-
exhaustible and unfixable meanings are in-
vestigated through visual suggestions and 
interviews which try to unfold, at least partially, 
the artistic practice. Having some questions in 
mind (as how do we make art today? Which are 
the contexts in which it’s blooming? Is every-
thing art? Etc.).

Pixied
by Agostina Ravazzola, Gabriela Sorroza

8’25” Argentina, 2017. 

Mr. Pix thinks he makes objects move by itself. 
Every day he repeats a strict routine, until he 
realizes that he has lived an illusion and which 
objects move on their own. So Mr. Pix will try 
to unravel the object´s mystery while also 
escape from them, since they pursue him to 
return to his old routine. Mr. Pix is a character, 
but he doesn´t know.
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Nana
by Alexandra Kellner

5’05” Canada, 2017. 

A sentimental and surprisingly optimistic ani-
mated documentary identifying resilience and 
humanity in the face of atrocity as it deftly 
realizes the harrowing personal story of a Holo-
caust Survivor

Räuber & Gendarm / Cops 
& Robbers
by Florian Maubach

8’16” Germany, 2017.
“Playing Cops and Robbers on the old play-
ground. Why am I still doing this?“

While playing Cops and Robbers with his 
friends, Daniel begins to realize that between 
catching and being caught there is something 
more going on. He is confronted with situa-
tions he does not really know how to handle.
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A Demonstration of Brilliance 
in Four Acts 
by Morten Tsinakov, Lucija 
Mrzljak

15’03” Estonia, 2018.
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The people are waiting for someone special. 
Someone special is born – a grown-up man in a 
suit. They follow the man and cheer for his the-
atrical but utterly pointless performances. In the 
middle of one performance he makes a mistake 
and the people who have so far adored him, leave. 
Left alone, he meets a woman who is made for 
him. The theatrical performances continue…

Étoimoi - Breed feat. Johanna 
Amelie
by Emilio Yebra

4’51” Spain, 2018.

Two meteorites collide somewhere in the uni-
verse. This is the beginning of a story about the 
origin of life.

Mercurio
by Michelle Bernardi
9’50” Italy, 2018.
Through his passions that link him to his child-
hood, a young man manages to accept the 
unavoidable human condition’s rules.This way, 
he escapes the physical and mental alienation 
of the fascist dictatorship and gains absolute 
freedom.
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The Last Day Of Summer

by Tzu-Chun Chou, Hsin-Hsu-
an Yeh, Tzu-Ying Chen

3’55” Taiwan, 2018.

On a calm summer day, children want to have 
a different end of the vacation......

Stranac u mojoj glavi / The 
Stranger in my Head

by Petra Balekic
4’27” Croatia, 2017.

The film is a kind of reconstruction of the book 
The Stranger by Albert Camus I’ve read 12 years 
ago. I remember mostly the way it made an 
influence on me and the atmosphere it created, 
but when it comes to characters and action in 
the book there are left only fragments. So I tried 
to put those fragments into some context in this 
short animation.

Hybrids
by Florian Bauch, Matthieu Pujol, 
Kim Tailhades, Yohan Thireau and 
Romain Thirion

6’22” France, 2018.

When marine wildlife has to adapt to the pollu-
tion surrounding it, the rules of survival change ...
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Perfect Town

by Anaïs Voirol
4’25” Switzerland, 2017.

In search of perfection a whole city obeys to 
selection. A constant struggle. Trying and trying 
again. Is there a difference between endurance 
and madness?

Dreamland

by Mirai Mizue
5’ France - Japan, 2017.

Dreamland will never be completed. 
It will continue to grow as long as there is imagi-
nation left in the world.

En Kopp Nervosité - A Cup of 
Anxietea

by Emma Hjelm
7’30” Sweden, 2018.

A Cup of Anxiety is a short-animated documen-
tary about anxiety, consisting of authentic in-
terviews with six different women talking about 
anxiety – over a cup of tea. Animated in stop-mo-
tion technique with handmade puppets, it’s the 
graduation film of Emma Hjelm from Stockholm 
Academy of Dramatic arts, the Narrative Animat-
ed Film-program.
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Somewhere Soft

by Satoe Yoshinari

4’57” Norway, 2018. 

Why does heartbreak hurt so much? Is it my 
heart that’s broken? This is my interpretation 
of a heartbreak.

Kim
by Lucas Lermytte, Simon Krieger, 
Mathilde Dugardin, Simon Ameye, 
Antoine Dupriez, Thibaud Colin

4’24” France, 2018.

The young Kim is the heir of a spirital chief in a 
totalitarian regime. Innocent, Kim finds himself 
propelled to the head of the country however he 
just want to have fun. The country takes a com-
pletely new visage.

Vlneni, Waves

by Vojtech Domlatil

3’ Czech Republic, 2018.

Non-narrative pixilation of the Czech landscape. 
An observer, who clears his mind and reduces 
the number of his means only to work with time 
and space, not only reaches certain pixilation 
ecstasy, but also if he joins “the wave”, his way 
absorbs him completely.
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La Chute / The Fall

by Boris Labbé

14’22” France, 2018.

As celestial beings descend to Earth vitiating its 
population, the world’s order unbalances. Initiat-
ed by these terms, a tragic fall leads to the par-
turition of crucial opposites: Hell and Heaven’s 
circles.

The Voice Over
by CalM!

4’44” Belgium, 2018.

Bobby has a problem : he hears voices in his 
head… and they seem to narrate everything he 
does.

Death Van

by Michael Enzbrummer

6’07” Canada, 2017.

The fictitious space-rock duo DEATH VAN tours 
through a miniature world inhabited by surreal 
creatures that are haunted and terrorized by a 
menacing and mischievous entity.
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My Little Goat

by Tomoki Misato

10’13” Japan, 2017. 

The mother goat rescues her little goats from 
the wolf’s belly. But, she can’t find Toruku, her 
eldest son! Where is Toruku?!

Unidentified Item No. 984

by Aria Covamonas

1’38” Mexico, 201.

What seems to be a reverie from outer space. 
Animated item of unidentified origin cataloged 
by Aria Covamonas.

Lakota / Hunger

by Žoel Kastelic

46” Slovenia, 2017.

This short stop-motion animation was created in 
only five hours at entrance exams of the Acade-
my of Fine Arts and Design in Ljubljana in 2017. 
The theme was reinterpretation of an artwork. 
The animation is inspired by Osvaldo Cavando-
li’s La Linea.
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Masterclass

by Ewa Drzewicka, Dominika Fed-
ko, Weronika Kuc, Malgorzata Jachna, 
Małgorzata Jedrzejec, Aleksandra 
Rylewicz, Grazyna Trela

6’ Poland, 2018.

Surrealistic picture with elements of situational 
macabre absurd, metaphorical struggle of the 
matter in shaping man and creator, inspired by 
the work of Roman Polanski.

Violet Hum

by Tribambuka (Anastasia Beltyukova)

5’15’’ UK, 2018.

Two brothers answer a call from the depths 
of their psyche and launch on an adventure 
through strange and whimsical worlds. Or do 
they?

The Stained Club

by Mélanie Lopez, Simon Boucly, Marie 
Ciesielski, Alice Jaunet, Chan Stéphie 
Peang, Béatrice Viguier

6’39’’ France, 2018. 

Finn has stains on his skin. One day, he meets a 
group of cool kids with different stains on their 
bodies. One day, he understands that these 
stains aren’t just pretty.

ReAnima 3 / If we hug each other without a reason
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Paysages intermédiaires 
(Intermediate landscapes)

by Richard NEGRE

9’30” France, 2018. 

What is a possible animation between two draw-
ings of the same situation?

ReAnima 3 / If we hug each other without a reason
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Fest
by Nikita Diakur

2’55” Germany, 2018. 

Footage from a block party. 

lll
by Marta Pajek
12’ Poland, 2018.
A Man and a Woman meet in a waiting room 
and immediately get closer to each other. They 
commence a game that gradually gets more and 
more ferocious. Their faces resemble masks 
while shapes slowly lose their integrity. Bodies 
are formed like clay, embracing each other until 
the limits of impossibility. „III” is a portrait of a 
woman in an exhausting relationship with a man, 
which allures and repulses at the same time. The 
film is the third part of the triptych “Impossible 

Business Meeting

by Guy Charnaux

01’45” Brazil, 2018.

Just another business meeting, like any other 
business meeting. 
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Magnolia

by Daniel Moreno

6’21” Spain, 2018.
A young couple take a psichedelic trip that car-
ry them deeply through their bodys, minds and 
souls. They will experience the ancient turtle, mu-
sical landscapes and lots strange athmospheres. 
Will they find the mysterious Magnolia?

Enough
by Ana Mantzaris

2’23” UK, 2017. 
Moments of lost self-control.

Emunah
by DOMCAKE (San Hyoun Han)

3’00” USA, 2018. 

Artificial intelligence uses religion to dominate 
humanity.
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Eva

by Chiara Tessera

6’09” Italy, 2017. 

Eva is a cam girl. She agrees to be interviewed 
by a journalist, but what initially seemed an 
ordinary interview becomes very soon an unex-
pected game of power.

Disillusionment of 10 Point Font

by Greg Condon

1’12” USA, 2017. 

A collection of playfully animated words, creat-
ed on a typewriter.

9 Ways to Draw a Person
by Sasha Svirsky

6’29” Russia, 2016.

Nine short and unexpected stories that tell us, 
how a person can be depicted. By mixing ab-
straction, collage, drawing animation the author 
invites us into a spontaneous and unsystematic 
research of potential of the animation and leads 
us into the world of irrepressible imagination.

ReAnima 4 / Huggging is better than arguing
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Sinking of the Truth

by Tobias Gundorff Boesen, Denis Chapon, 
Tynesha Foreman, Sander Joon, Philip Piaget, 
Marie-Josée Saint-Pierre, Wiep Teeuwisse 

7’ Denmark, 2018.

A group of filmmakers set out to remake ”The 
Sinking Of The Lusitania”; The world’s first ani-
mated documentary, and a propaganda piece 
which pushed the USA into the first world war. 
But making a film truer to the events that trans-
pired proves difficult in a modern world of fake 
news, commercial interests, ever changing per-
spectives and a never stopping flow of misinfor-
mation.

Biciklisti / Cyclists
by Veljko Popovic

7’20” Croatia - France, 2018.

The cycling season is nearing its grand finale. 
During the final race, the two men in the lead 
are competing for more than the Grand Trophy; 
they are fighting for the affection of a lady and 
fulfilment of their erotic fantasies. Meanwhile, the 
small port town prepares for the arrival of a large 
ocean liner and its dashing captain.

Neko no Hi / Cat Days
by John Frickey

11’09” Germany - Japan, 2018.
Jiro, a little boy, feels sick. His father takes him to 
see the doctor’s. She diagnoses a harmless condi-
tion. But it shakes the boy’s identity.
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Bloiestraat 11

by Nienke Deutz

9’41” Belgium-Netherlands, 2018. 

Inseparable best friends spend their last summer 
holiday of childhood amusing themselves around 
the house. As summer progresses their bodies 
start to morph and shift and an awkwardness de-
scends on their friendship. Puberty seems deter-
mined to interrupt their bond.

mARRY jESUS gALAXY

by Asja Trost, Ines Sampaio, Mery Go-
bec Sandra Jovanovska

3’34” Slovenia, 2017. Once upon a time the terrible unknown came 
around the corner. Marry and Jesus had a crisis. 
And then…

The Unlucky Elephant

by Anders Hesbol

10’34” Norway, 2018. 

An elephant needs to go shopping. On her way 
she encounters several unfortunate events. Is it 
coincidential or is someone controlling it?
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Battleground

by Dionnis Lim

3’33” USA, 2018. 

A girl is plunged into in a battle tournament locat-
ed inside the moon. An animated music video for 
the song “Battleground” by dolltr!ck.

Prošlost raste / Past is 
Growing
by Dea Jagić

8’15” Croatia, 2017. 

Using a subjective camera, this atmospheric film 
portrays a journey of the main character and his 
guide, the red fox, through surreal rooms sym-
bolizing his life.

At the Walls of Perception

by Pablo Ballarín

3’45” Estonia, 2018.

A thief robbs. He scapes. He is followed.
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Vermin
by Jeremie Becquer

6’ Denmark, 2018.
A Rat poet, whose hopeful poetry contrasts the 
world in which he lives in, gets confronted with 
the harshness of a society bias towards Mice. 

The Box

by Dusan Kastelic

12’12” Slovenia, 2017.

The Box is full of miserable creatures.
One of them doesn’t belong there.
He’s thinking outside the box...

MICHIKO: A Child Born of War

by Vivian Weihang Zhou

6’35” Canada, 2018. 

The story of a child born during wartime, and 
how her heritage shaped her childhood.
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Škoda lásky
by Jan Bohuslav

3’ Czech Republic, 2018.
Love flourishes at any age and not only young 
people are target for Cupid’s arrow. In our story, 
an old woman infatuates an old man who, moved 
with his love, is resolved to make use of all possi-
ble tricks to seduce his object of desire. They are 
assisted by quirky poultry and cattle.The author 
of the film was freely inspired by arcade video 
games and folklore. The whole film is accompa-
nied with Modřanská polka by Jaromír Vejvoda, 
also known as Beer Barrel Polka, Rosamunde or 
Frida oum Papa. In the Czech Republic, the song 
is known as Škoda lásky./RRR

Nothing Happens
by Uri & Michelle Kranot

11’50” Denmark - France, 2017. 

It’s freezing cold in the city suburbs. Yet some 
people are gathering. I watch them form a row 
across the horizon. We are all waiting for some-
thing to happen. But nothing does…
We have gathered to witness an event. To partici-
pate in being seen. The spectacle of watching and 
being watched.
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Zara og dei: Gorillahjerne til 
middag - Zara and the oth-
ers: Gorilla brains for dinner

by Bjørn Sortland

7’21” Norway, 2017. 

We don´t know that much about Zara and the 
others. But Zara and others certainly bleed an 
awful lot of nose blood. And Zara and the others 
certainly steal both pots and children from other 
people. On top of all that, Zara and the others 
live in a campervan. And what is it really that Zara 
and the others eat for dinner? Certainly some-
thing quite spooky

Kokosha / Coco’s Day
by Tatiana Moshkova

4’20” Russia, 2017.

Meet Coco, a little crocodile who hides from 
blizzards, explores underwater worlds and even 
turns into Godzilla – and all inside one flat!

Let’s Play Outside! - Statue

by Rodrigo Amim

1’20” Brazil, 2017. 

“Let’s Play Outside!” transforms the discovery of 
the classic game “Statue” in an animated minute, 
where a fun group of friends teaches how to play 
it. With the intent of encouraging the kids to orga-
nize their own collective actions and spend their 
energy through physical activities, these guys 
will rescue child group and, preferably, outdoor 
experiences.
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Miriam järve ääres / Miriam 
by the Lake
by Riho Unt,Sergei Kibus

5’ Estonia, 2017. 

Miriam’s family is outing by the lake. After a long 
and tiring day the whole family is resting in the 
tent, only Hen can’t sleep. She goes out for a 
walk. She hears a lot of frigtning night sounds 
and sees eyes blinking in the dark. The Hen crabs 
the photocamera to make pictures about the 
monsters surrounding her. In the morning every-
body can see what the Hen was afraid of.

Nutz
by Denis Alenti

2’31” Croatia, 2018. 

Sally is a good and gentle seven year old squirrel. 
She and her twin brothers, five years old peanuts 
Pea and coconut Koko and youngest three year 
old sister acorn Oak have a small repair shop. 
They will do their best to fix and repair any prob-
lem their friends have.

Leave a Print

by Christina S. Nerland

5’ UK - Norway, 2016. 

A family of arctic foxes learns to cope with the 
fact that one of them is fading away. 
A story about leaving, losing and what is left be-
hind.
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The cherry brothers
by Myriam Obin

1’22” France, 2018. 

Les Frères Cerise follows the adventures of two 
attached cherry brothers who have completely 
different personalities, one is an heroic adven-
turer who wields a sword and the other one has 
more of a “geeky” and a bit indifferent. The wild 
and bold cherry-brother is determined to attack 
the ant-eating creature who holds desperate 
helpless tiny ants under his captivity, also taking 
away the book from the geek-brother.

Yuanfen
by Amanda Sparso

3’17” USA, 2018. 

A heartwarming tale of adoption as seen through 
a child’s eyes.

Домик игрушек / Toy house

by Natasha Danilevskaya

6’18” Russia, 2017.

The fairy tale tells the story about the toys’ life 
which is connected with life of their owner. He is 
growing up and it brings changes to the toys’ des-
tiny — what a fear! However it’s not that frightful 
if there is someone to share your childhood with 
and to carry this cozy home world.
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Cococo
by Julian Gallese

7’06” Costa Rica, 2017.

We appreciate the values of light better when we 
wake up somewhere different every day.

I want to live in the zoo
by Evgenia Golubeva

6’ Russia, 2017. 

Sasha struggles at home. Her parents expect her 
to tidy up her room, eat porridge and do home-
work. Sasha decides that life in the zoo sounds 
much more interesting! She heads off to try and 
find her place among a bunch of penguins or 
maybe giraffes?

Alfred & Skyggen - en liten film 
om selvkritikk
by Anne Hilde Vassbø Hagen

5’26” Norway, 2018. 
Educational film that demonstrates how our 
inner critic can make us feel ashamed of who we 
are and make us feel lonely and down. We need 
our inner self-critic and we need shame when we 
have done something wrong, that endangers our 
close relationships or social position. Many, how-
ever, develop an overly intense critic, who whips, 
pushes down, limits, and damages rather than 
being helpful. A harsh self-critic is often present 
in people who are struggling with depression - 
and self-assertive anger and self-compassion is 
the antidote.
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Little Grey Wolfy. Spring and 
Icy Drift
by Natalia Malykhina

6’30” Norway, 2018. 

Spring is the time of an ice drift on the river. 
Wolfy and Hare, carried away by their running, 
suddenly find themselves on an ice floe among 
the river rapids. The cold stream hides many dan-
gers, but their imagination comes to help. And 
their friends of course!
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Molang for ReAnima Kids

The sidecar  

The competition 

Molang DJ 

Kung fu 

The egg 

The brioche 

The ibex 

Flashmob 

A bottle at sea 

The jungle friend
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Un homme est mort
Director: Olivier Cossu.

France, 2018. 60 min.

In post-world war 2 France, the reconstruction 
effort leads to over exploitation of the working 
class. Labour unions demand better working 
conditions and decent salaries. During a demon-
stration in Brest, the police shoots at the crowd. 
Edouard Mazé is killed.

Ana and Bruno
Director: Carlos Carrera.

Mexico, 2017. 96 min.

Ana is a curious girl who escapes from her bed-
room in search of her father to save her moth-
er. With the help of strange and funny fantastic 
beings, Ana embarks on a journey full of exciting 
and intense adventures.

Prepremier of Kutoppen.
Director: Lise Osvoll.

Norway, 2018. 62 min.
Klara is a young city calf with a dream of becom-
ing a big star. One day she receives a letter from 
her father, the mosque Mosk, which she has not 
seen for many years. Mosk wants her to visit him 
on his farm, Kutoppen, during the summer. The 
mother of Klara has told Moskva to be a great 
rock star and now Klara has the opportunity to 
get to know him, convinced that he wants to be 
a big star as him. But the surprise is great when 
Klara comes to KuToppen and finds that his fa-
ther Moskva is not a rock star. He is just a regular 
apple pie peasant.
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CARROT FIELD
(org. MARCHEWKOWE POLE) |Poland 2016, 16’| dir. 
Kacper Zamarło | prod. Studio Xanf | NO DIALOGUES

Last weeks of the cold winter. A drab and desolat-
ed province. 7-year-old boy, left without proper 
care, is looking for a companion to play. Despised 
and ridiculed by his peers, he decides to build a 
snowman. The snowman becomes a “prosthe-
sis” for a coveted friend. But soon events take a 
dangerous turn. The animated story of empathy, 
suppressing emotions and maturation, which 
combines traditional and digital animation tech-
niques. III Place in the Professional Category.

HOW THE BLACK HOLE BEGINS
(org. BAJKA O POWSTANIU CZARNEJ DZIURY) |Poland 
2017, 04’26”| dir. Karolina Gołębiowska | prod. Academy 
of Art in Szczecin | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

A story about the dog Rulon, who, after con-
suming some mysterious food, starts to fly. He 
decides to fulfil his dreams and fly off into space, 
where he encounters a sea of sweets. Rulon can-
not control his appetite. At some point, however, 
he starts to get lonely, so he decides to return 
home. This turns out to be impossible because he 
has become a dachshund longer than the Earth. 
He thus drifts throughout the cosmos, devour-
ing everything that he encounters in his path. III 
Place in the School Category.

STONE
(org. KAMIEŃ) | Poland 2018, 04’49” | dir. Marcin Ożóg | 
music: Paśko & Zespół Co To | LYRICS IN POLISH

III Place in Animated Music Videos Category.
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WITH THE ARTIST’S KIND 
PERMISSION
(org. DZIĘKI UPRZEJMOŚCI ARTYSTY) |Poland 2016, 
10’10”| dir./prod.: Piotr Bosacki | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

In the film, Piotr Bosacki explains the phenome-
non of the emergence of a work of art. Literary 
layer of the film, as usual in Bosacki’s works, 
balances between the seriousness and mockery. 
On the one hand, we listen to a lecture on basic 
science. On the other hand, statements uttered 
by the author somehow banter with their own 
meaning. It is all accompanied by elaborate 
classical animation. III Place in the Experimental 
Category.

CAT TOY
(org. ZABAWKA) |Poland 2017, 00’55”| dir. Fabian Kowal-
czuk | prod. UMCS | NO DIALOGUES

Animated epigram about cat’s fun ... III Place in 
the Animated Epigrams Category.

STRANGE CASE
(org. DZIWNY PRZYPADEK) |Poland 2017, 13’30”| dir. 
Zbigniew Czapla | prod. Warsztat Filmowy | ENGLISH 
DIALOGUES

“What are we here for?” – the protagonist keeps 
asking this question incessantly, thinking about 
the meaning of a human life. In a freely-flowing 
stream of consciousness, he goes back to the 
experiences that had an impact on him: love, 
adolescence and events from the contemporary 
history. A kaleidoscope of memories, thoughts 
and reflections is shown via rapidly changing 
picturesque images. Subtle brush touches and 
colourful patches are enhanced by restless mu-
sic, sending shivers down the spine. II Place in the 
Professional Category.
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YOU ARE OVERREACTING
(org.: NIE MASZ DYSTANSU) | Poland 2017, 3’52” |
dir. Karina Paciorkowska | prod. Film School in Lodz | 
ENGLISH SUBTITLES

An animated contemporary world. Inspired by 
reality and the media. II Place in the School Cate-
gory.

FAIL
|Poland/Spain 2017, 05’05”| dir. Wojciech Ostrycharz | 
music: Lion Shephered LYRICS IN ENGLISH

II Place in Animated Music Videos Category.

LITTLE GIANT
|Poland 2017, 03’08”| dir. Maciej Dydyński | music: LASY 
| NO DIALOGUES

A music video was inspired by the form and 
movement of liquids and micro scale, which re-
sembles and brings the impression of the macro 
world. Just look inside the aquarium to see the 
cosmos. II Place in the Experimental Category.
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IF YOU CAN
|Poland 2017, 01’14”| dir. Hanna Rybak | prod. UMCS | 
ENGLISH DIALOGUES

Animated epigram inspired by the words of 
Winston Churchill ... II Place in the Animated Epi-
grams Category.

OH MOTHER!
(org. O MATKO!) |Poland 2017, 12’15”| dir. Paulina Ziół-
kowska | prod. FUMI Studio/Film School in Lodz / NO 
DIALOGUES

“Oh Mother!” is a story of a relationship between 
an overprotective mother and her son. It is a 
playful game of constant changes of social and 
family roles, age and sizes. The film tries to an-
swer the question who is truly an adult and what 
does it mean. I Place in the Professional Category.

COME ON KASIA – IT WON’T HARM 
YOU!
(org. NO WEŹ KASIA, CO CI SZKODZI?) |Poland 2017, 
6’37”| dir. Aleksandra Filipowicz & Konrad Ożgo | prod. 
PJATK | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

“Come on Kasia, it won’t harm you” tells a story 
about a few normal and common situations, that 
escalate into strange and absurdly humorous 
endings. It’s an animation about how we all are 
under permanent invigilation. But how much fun 
those who watch us are having?” I Place in the 
School Category.
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OHOHO
|Poland 2017, 2’34”| dir. Łukasz Rusinek | music: Gooral | 
LYRICS IN POLISH

I Place in Animated Music Videos Category.

STARDUST
(org. GWIEZDNY PYŁ)|Poland 2018, 02’05”| dir. Elena 
Volozneva | prod. Nicolaus Copernicus Univerity in Torun 
| NO DIALOGUES

Iron powder mixed with car oil was used to carry 
out the work, which was then manipulated by 
means of a neodymium magnet placed under the 
animation table. The effect has been perfectly 
synchronized with electronic music. I Place in the 
Experimental Category.

WHY YOU SCHOULD NEVER EVER 
FEED PIGEONS
(org. DLACZEGO PRZENIGDY NIE DOKARMIAĆ GOŁĘBI) 
|Poland 2017, 01’20”| dir./prod.: Agnieszka Świętek | 
ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Animated epigram about pigeons ... I Place in the 
Animated Epigrams Category.
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Kineettisiä kuvia /Kinetic 
Pictures (1962)
by Eino Ruutsalo
Duration: 04:49 
Country: Finland

3000 autoa / 3000 Cars 
(1980) 
by Pasi Sleeping Myllymäki 
Duration: 02:28 
Country: Finland

Tyttö ja sotamies / The Maid-
en and the Soldier (1995) 
by Katariina Lillqvist
Duration: 09:00 
Country: Finland

Liemessä / In The Soup 
(1998) 
by Kaisa Penttilä 
Duration: 05:00  
Country: Finland

Treevil (2002) 
by Aiju Salminen, Aino Ovaskainen, Christer 
Lindström 
Duration: 05:17 
Country: Estonia

Ilo irti / Irresistible Smile 
(2006) 
by Ami Lindholm 
Duration: 06:00  
Country: Finland
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Erään hyönteisen tuho / 
Death of an Insect (2010) 
by Hannes Vartiainen, Pekka Veikkolainen 
Duration: 07:00  
Country: Finland

Kuvitettu kaupunki / Illustrat-
ed City (2010) 
by Jan Andersson 
Duration: 04:00  
Country: Finland

Kuhina / Swarming 
(2011) 
by Joni Männistö 
Duration: 07:00  
Country: Finland

Sukkavartaankatu 8 / Sock 
Skewer Street 8 (2013) 
by Eli Vuorinen 
Duration: 06:30  
Country: Finland

Penelope 
(2016) 
by Heta Jäälinoja 
Duration: 04:00  
Country: Finland
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Sáiva  
(2009)
by Tuva Synnevåg
Duration: 08:30 
Country: Norway

Glassballen (1992) 
by Anita Killi m.fl. 
Duration: 04:00  
Country: Norway

But Milk is Important (2013) 
Anna Mantzaris and Eirik Grønmo Bjørnsen
Duration: 10:38 
Country: Norway

Liv (2017) 
by Sunneva Fluge Hole 
Duration: 03:57  
Country: U.K.

Once in the Fields of Boredom 
(2017) 
by Tele Strauss 
Duration: 05:17 
Country: Estonia

 
Hopperen(2000) 
by Animation Norge 
Duration: 06:22  
Country: Norway
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Amalimbo (2016)

Amalimbo is the story of TIPUANA, a five year-old girl who experiences “the limbo” when she tries 
to pass to ‘the other side’ in her desperate urge to mourn the recent death of her beloved.

Director: Juan Pablo Libossart
Writer: Juan Pablo Libossart

Min Börda (2017)

‘An animated musical with apocalyptic undertones. The story is divided into four episodes which 
takes place in a supermarket, a long term hotel, a call center and a hamburger restaurant. All of 
the settings are located in a modern, generic market place next to a large freeway. The characters, 
portrayed as animals, perform musical numbers with singing and dancing. The theme is invisible 
modern day labor for wages and existential anxiety. The atmosphere spans from cheerful tap rou-
tines to nightmarish black.’

Director: Niki Lindroth von Bahr
Writer: Niki Lindroth von Bahr
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Verdens Mellomste Fisk (2016)

Ingeborg is a young girl who enjoys fishing. As always, she signs up for the annual fishing competi-
tion. And this year, Ingeborg happens to catch an unusually medium sized fish. As a matter of fact, 
she has caught The World’s Middlest Fish. Ingeborg and her fish become a huge media phenome-
non. But what happens when the fish gains weight? 

Director: Cathinka Tanberg
Producers: Lise Fearnley and Tonje Skar Reiersen, Mikrofilm 
Script writer: Per Schreiner

Cream (2016)
by Lena Ólafsdóttir

In a doctor’s cosy waiting room the cold and ugly sides of human behaviour are revealed while 
some of the patients enjoy an ice cream.

Production: Michelle Nardone
Animation: Stina Willadsen, Jonas Scott Di Hu, Lena Ólafsdóttir, Marie Eriksen
School: The Animation Workshop

Fredrikstad Animation Festival
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The Boy Who Fell and the Man Who Picked Him Up Again (2017) 

Title: The Boy Who Fell and the Man Who Picked Him Up
Product: Profile film for RVTS Sør
Director: Hanne Berkaak

Fredrikstad Animation Festival


